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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

Reputations matter
No publicity is bad
publicity, goes the
expression. Don’t believe
it for a minute

Its not been the best start to the year for the
reputation of furniture retailers. First it was
Channel 4 highlighting customer service (see
p13), then The Observer claimed chains were
ignoring the OFT’s recently issued guidelines
on sales (see p8).
While the programme and article didn’t
reveal anything new, they did bring the topic
of customer service to a mass consumer
audience. Because of this, the reputations of
all furniture stores will have suffered a bit –
even if your customer service levels are
brilliant.
Flooring retailers may have been thankful
that Mary Portas didn’t look at selling
carpets, but they have other things to worry
about at the moment: further price rises.
With wool prices at the highest level for
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two decades (see p6) carpet prices are only
going to go one way: up. And non-wool
flooring products aren’t going to escape
either as chemical prices head upwards. As
seems to be the way for all commodities,
high prices bring investment in output but
of course you have to wait for this to come
on stream. With animals it is a bit simpler, so
let’s hope that the price level means more
farmers rear more sheep and help reverse
the fall in sheep numbers of the past few
decades.
The silver linings are that inflation is
affecting a wide range of products and as
flooring is an infrequent purchase, most
consumers won’t notice that the £18 per sqm
wool twist has become £19.99 per sqm. And
secondly, all retailers will see prices increase.
The downside is of course that the total price
becomes that bit harder to sell. But as this
month’s underlay feature shows, there is still
a healthy demand for top-end products (see
p22) if staff are suitably knowledgeable
about what they are selling.
It always comes back to customer service.
But, of course, as fantastic service doesn’t
have any conflict, don’t expect to see a
programme about it on TV any time soon.
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StainAway Harvest Heathers has
been recoloured for 2011 and has
a new excellent colour bank.
It now also has a 10 year wear
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StainAway warranty.
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NEWS

More flooring price rises likely
as UK wool hits 20 year high
Flooring retailers are facing more price increases as the cost
of UK wool reached its highest level for 20 years and oil
prices rose over concerns about production in Libya.
Carpet companies have already increased prices after
months of rising wool prices. In October 2009 wool
averaged about 73p a kilo at the British Wool Marketing
Board’s regular auctions, before climbing to 91p in January
2010, 113p in March 2010 and 153p in January this year.
At the BWMB’s auction in Bradford on 23 February prices
averaged 157.05p, with no indication that the rises will be
reversed. Some 99% of the 1.66m kg of wool for sale was
sold, reflecting the trend throughout the season.
Because of demand the BWMB has reduced auctions from
fortnightly to monthly until the end of this selling season in
June to ensure there is enough wool to auction.
‘We have seen continuous rising interest in wool this
season. Our clearance levels at sales have been continuously
high as well. This has depleted our supply of British wool.
As the BWMB sells wool to meet textile industry needs and
demand, we have had to change from fortnightly to
monthly auctions to ensure that there will be an offering
available until early June, when the new season sales will
commence,’ says Ian Hartley, BWMB chief executive.
‘Sheep farmers have seen wool prices rise sharply and are
at last getting an economic return for wool as well as meat.
This will hopefully encourage them to keep on raising sheep
for wool,’ says Simon Curtis, joint md of Curtis Wools, owner
of Haworth Scouring.

Wool prices have risen by 115% since October 2009

Wool prices have been boosted due to there being fewer
sheep across the world. There has been a 40% reduction in
UK sheep numbers since 2000 while demand for upmarket
wool clothing from the Far East has increased.
Hartley says companies that cut stocks due to poor
economic conditions 18 months ago were now experiencing
low supply levels in a market that has seen heavy
promotion of wool through the Campaign for Wool.
Chemical prices, such as polypropylene have also
risen in recent months as oil prices have increased, with
recent events in Egypt and Libya seeing Brent crude oil
prices rising to $114.14 a barrel as Interiors Monthly went
to press.

Tile Depot makes room
for capacity boost

Almost 1m tiles can be stored in the warehouse
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Tile Depot has boosted capacity by a fifth and
reduced picking times at its central warehouse as it
prepares to expand beyond its 15 stores.
The flooring and tile chain’s 20,000sqft Slough
warehouse was reconfigured by recently appointed
warehouse manager Adam Burden and now
contains almost 1m tiles in some 1,300 pallets.
‘I’m extremely pleased to have achieved a 20%
increase in warehousing capacity with the
reconfiguration, which has also improved efficiency
and reduced picking times and damages,’ he says.
The warehouse receives deliveries of up to five
container-loads of tiles daily. The stores have their
own warehouse space allowing customers to take
their tiles straight away from stock. Stores are
supplied from the central warehouse at least two or
three times a week.
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NEWS

Furniture chains ‘snub price
guidelines’ claims newspaper
Leading furniture chains are ignoring
the Office of Fair Trading’s recent
changes to pricing and advertising
guidelines, claims The Observer
newspaper.
‘The websites of Harveys, SCS and
DFS currently carry lurid banners for
their winter sale. Furniture Village
declares its sale is for a limited period
only. But these sales extend
indefinitely, to be replaced, after the
briefest of breathers, with new
discounts. None of the stores
contacted by The Observer was
prepared to specify how long their
promotions would last,’ says the
newspaper, adding that ‘furniture
stores are cunning.’
Referring to the 28-day price
establish period it quotes Jason
Tyldesley, CSL md as saying: ‘They'll
never have actually sold an item at the
original price, because it would never
have been worth that much.’
CSL changed its sales policy after
taking part in the Channel 4 Mary
Portas: Secret Shopper TV series.
‘Every sofa is made to order, so
there’s no excess stock that must be
got rid of, like in clothes shops.

8

SCS, DFS and Harveys were all criticised by
The Observer

‘There's no need for a sale, except to
create a sense of urgency among
customers,’ he says.
The OFT’s Advertising of Prices
market report discouraged price
comparisons with post-sale prices,
says sale periods must be shorter than
off-sale periods and the product must
have been price established in every
branch where it is later reduced
(Interiors Monthly, January 2011).
In July 2010 Which? published the
results of a seven month online study
of prices at eight major bed chains,
highlighting examples of where
products were never sold at the
advertised higher price and were
included in sales that lasted for several
months.

Peter Harrison, Furniture Village
chief executive wrote to all the
members of the Channel 4 board,
complaining about the Secret Shopper
after the chain was among those
criticised for customer service levels in
the programme, according to Retail
Week.
It reported that Harrison’s letter
describes the programme as ‘morally
indefensible and a biased, ill-informed
perversion of the truth’, adding that
sales at the chain had fallen as a result
of the programme.

Then and now

Torch design

London furniture retailer Aram
Design is to host the Then-Now Show
to mark the development of 15
designers whose work was shown as
part of the store’s annual graduate
exhibitions during the late 1980s and
early 1990s.
The designers featured are: Jane
Atfield, Sebastian Bergne, Adam
Brinkworth, Konstantin Grcic,
Thomas Heatherwick, Victoria
Jessen-Pike, David Keech, Wakako
Kishimoto, Tom Lloyd, Kevin
McCullagh, Corin Mellor, Peter
Naumann, Ben Panayi, Luke Pearson
and Sonya Winner.
The exhibition runs from 11 March –
24 April.

Furniture designers Edward
Barber and Jay Osgerby have
been chosen to create the
torch that will carry the
Olympic Flame to the London
2012 Games.
It will be carried by 8,000
torchbearers during a 70-day
British relay, starting on 18
May next year, through to the
lighting of the Olympic
cauldron to open the Games.
The duo won a competitive
tender, run by London 2012
and the Design Council, to
create the Olympic torch,
which is set to be unveiled
in June.
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Victoria Jessen-Pike’s Ghost chair from 1990
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NEWS

FIT calls for Women in
Furnishing nominations
The Furnishing Industry Trust has launched the 2011
Women in Furnishing awards. Sponsored by the Manchester
Furniture Show and Willis & Gambier, 2 June will see the
second year of Women in Furnishing awards held at
Furniture Makers’ Hall, London.
Four categories including the new Most Promising
Newcomer award will be presented to recognise women of
achievement across the furnishing industry.
‘Last year really highlighted and celebrated the female
talent we have in the industry. There are many more gifted
women out there so we’re calling on people to start
nominating women for the 2011 awards,’ says Theresa
Raymond, Manchester Furniture Show director.
The awards include:
Most Promising Newcomer for those who show promising
talent and determination to see the companies they work
for prosper;
Furnishing Industry Businesswoman of The Year, for
exceptional performance or innovation in business which
can include: someone who has started a small business from
scratch and enjoyed immense success, or someone who has
turned an ailing company around or come up with a brilliant
innovation;
Inspirational Woman/Women of the Year is open to
women working at any level or role. It aims to recognise an

Teresa Raymond, Manchester Furniture Show director (left) and
broadcaster Alison Cork (right) celebrate with 2010 finalists Joanne Miller,
Tean Dallaway, Norma Kerry, Helen Williams and Wendy Shorter

individual or group making an exceptional contribution to
the business or through their efforts for charity.
The Lifetime Achievement award is made by the judges to
a leading figure who has devoted their career to the
furnishing industry and in doing so has earned the respect
and admiration of their peers.
For a nomination form, contact Sarah Clark at FIT: email:
info@fi-trust.co.uk or tel: 020 7256 5954. The deadline for
entries is noon, 3 May.

PHOTOGRAPH: VISMEDIA

Flooring boss settles stealing
row out of court to save firm

Register interest: Interest in buying the
Land of Leather brand and other intellectual
property of the failed upholstery chain must
be registered by 15 March after administrator
Deloitte appointed Metis Partners to handle
the sale. Metis was previously involved in
selling the MFI intellectual property.
Co-founded by Paul Briant (centre) the chain
floated on the stock market in July 2005
before collapsing in January 2009.
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The owner of a flooring company who
marched an employee to a police station
after accusing him of stealing has paid
the former employee £13,000 to save the
company and his home.
Simon Cremer, owner of In-House
Flooring in Witham, Essex discovered
that carpet fitter Mark Gilbert had
written a company cheque to himself
and cashed it at Cash Converters in
October 2008.
Gilbert returned the money which he
said was owed to him in outstanding
wages but Cremer had been too busy to
write him a cheque.
Cremer and three other members of
staff drove Gilbert to Witham town
centre and then marched him to
the police station wearing a
cardboard sign reading: ‘Thief. I stole

£845. Am on my way to police station.’
Gilbert was given a caution after he
admitted stealing the cheque. He said at
the time that he was planning legal
action against Cremer.
Cremer was prosecuted for false
imprisonment but the case was later
dropped.
Gilbert’s legal action, which was due to
be heard last month, claimed he needed
psychological help after the incident and
claimed for ‘distress’ and two years’
wages.
Cremer settled out of court, paying
Gilbert £5,000 plus £8,000 legal costs.
‘It would have cost me £25,000 just to
go to court, so I had no option but to
settle. I would lose my business and I
would risk losing my home because I
would have to remortgage it,’ says Cremer.
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Embrace your dream...
coming to the UK soon

Possibly the worlds finest laminate floors
in association with

LEE SMART
e: leesmart@westcodiy.co.uk
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OPINION

Andrew Adamson

Want and need are
two different things
I suspect many people in the industry watched Mary Portas rip
into furniture retailers on Channel 4 (Mary Portas: Secret
Shopper, 26 January), and rightly so.
As Channel 4 put it ‘Mary Portas goes undercover in the world
of sofa superstores, revealing an industry that puts sales
commission – and not shoppers – first.’
Portas is without a doubt brilliant at what she does, which is
marketing, whatever the product may be.
I noticed that at no time in the programme was quality,
durability, or the real needs of the customer mentioned. But she
repeated several times that the important thing was supplying
what the customer wanted.
Sorry, what a customer wants and what a customers needs
are often two different things.
Obviously, when a customer
enters a sofa store they want a
sofa, the question is what do
they need? This is surely the
point of asking questions.
The two hairdressers on the
show were told that a white
leather sofa was comfortable –
that was the salesman’s opinion.
But did you notice that one was
wearing denim jeans? White
leather and denim do not go
together because of dye transfer,
something expressly excluded by
most warranty companies. Did our super salesman mention
this?
When buying furniture there is always a compromise
between style and comfort. What is the point of a stylish sofa
that offers no lumbar or neck support? The height of the seat is
of equal importance but these points were not mentioned,
despite being of paramount importance.
Questions should always be asked in a conversational
manner: the idea is to find customer needs so that a genuine
salesperson can demonstrate how the features of a product
meets the needs of the customer. Once this is achieved the
order is automatic, there is no need to tell lies to close the deal.
The salesperson should find out the needs of the customer
and have a thorough knowledge of the products. This means
putting effort into learning and, more important, a change of
attitude to focus on the customer and not on profit or
commission.
Paradoxically both profits and commission will increase.
Andrewadamson112@hotmail.com

Focus on the
customer
and not on
profit or
commission
and both will
increase

“Greenwood helped us
achieve 72% of annual
sales in 16 days!”
Peter Uglow, MD, Uglows of Chingford
When Peter Uglow started planning his special sale with
another promotion company, he realised he’d made a big
mistake. After taking advice from trusted colleagues, he
switched to Greenwood and he’s very glad he did.
Mr Uglow said, “Your rep was excellent at driving the sale
and enthusing the staff. Our customers loved it, literally
queuing round the block day after day... we achieved sales
worth 72% in just 16 days... that’s an amazing £70 per sq ft!
A complete success – the remaining stock fitted into a charity
box! You and AIS have the winning formula! I most definitely
recommend Greenwood to my fellow AIS members.”
And it’s what you can expect when you trust
the expertise of a team with many years of British retail
marketing experience to handle your special sales event.
Working with people who really talk you language is always
good, and it’s even better when that means more sales and
more profit for your business.
Call us now to request our Information Pack, or to discuss
how one of our Sales Events could work for you.

01625 521010
Or go online and visit our website at:

www.greenwoodretail.com

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD

Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com www.greenwoodretail.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3

1 Blended between traditional
and contemporary, the oak and
oak veneer Canterbury bedroom
collection from Kettle Interiors
is stained and lacquered, giving
the range a richer tone and
warmer feel, helping it to stand
out against a sea of naturally
finished oak.
Tel: 0845 6781 155
2 Hyder Living’s Colonial
wooden bunk has a white paint
finish and an East Coast feel
thanks to its panelled head and
foot ends. It can be split into two

4

5

single beds when needs change.
Tel: 01484 531 000 or visit
www.hyderint.com
3 Pure is the latest cushion floor
from Avenue. Slick metallic and
pearl creations throw caution to
the wind and present fashion as
the cue, while concrete, wood
and stone inspired decors entice
with urban influence and slabs of
on-trend grey.
Tel: 00 32 5665 3211
4 Silver Star from the Design
Lacquer collection by Artwood
is ‘look-at-me’ flooring, perfect
for high end interior retailers
looking to inspire consumers
with unique creations for their
home. Silver Star joins RAL
metallic and colour finishes
within gloss, as well as modern
and aged finishes.
Tel: 0845 519 2726
5 CPW Furniture’s latest edition
of its Traditional and
Contemporary Furniture Collection
2011 brochure, features its latest
products, easily found through a
proven reference system. More
than 100 pages, the catalogue
captures CPW Furniture’s
selection of traditional pine, as
well as the supplier’s extensive
contemporary cabinet
collections, including the
Wealden oak range.
Tel: 01797 225 014
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

7

9
8

6 Each hand-sewn rose in Asiatic’s
Roses rug is made from 100% wool
felt. Each square metre of rug
contains 12sqm of felt fabric. It is
available in four colours: red, purple
blue and charcoal.
Tel: 020 8800 2000
7 Avalon from Vogue Beds has a
100% cotton fabric featuring delicate
embroidery patterns in a pink and
gold finish. It’s a first of its kind
because the intricate patterns offer a
unique design perspective. A must
have bed for 2011.
Tel: 01455 841 257

10
18
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8 Making homes quieter, Comfylux
Xtra is the new name for Leoline’s
textile-backed collection. Thanks to
its Luxatex textile backing,
Comfylux Xtra is comfortable
underfoot, while an array of decors
encompassing wood, tile, mosaic and
plain, enhanced with Natural Look
and Feel technology, ensure the

cushion flooring’s widespread appeal.
Tel: 00 32 5665 3211
9 With its Weekend collection of
printed cottons, Prestigious
Textiles has created a cheery array of
motifs and colours for kitchens and
dining spaces, utility rooms and
family living areas. Five designs
embrace a medley of ladybirds and
butterflies, evocative vintage
rosebuds and stylised retro-flowers,
complemented by two simple
geometrics.
Tel: 01274 688 448
10 Old Charm has added three
models to its home office range. The
OC2805 writing desk’s signature
hand-carved diamond is set within
the top panel that folds back to
reveal a red or green leather skiver,
four miniature drawers and a secret
compartment. The writing surface
slides out to create more space.
Tel: 01920 469 241
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NEW PRODUCTS

11

12
13
14

15

11 TCS was again overwhelmed with interest at
interiors 2011 with customers from the UK and
Ireland pleased with the launches for the coming
year. TCS highlighted at the show its highly
competitive price points, as well as new products
such as Cameron (pictured).
Tel: 00 353 429 351 351
12 Stoddard Carpets’ Composer collection is a
100% wool loop pile available in four designs in
19 colours that coordinate through the designs. It
is available in 4m widths.
Tel: 01827 831 430
13 Design Instinct’s collection of table and
floor lamps includes Orange Peel, a laser cut
acrylic floor lamp for casual, open-plan, urban
living spaces; Blast of Light (pictured) a fun laser
cut acrylic table/floor lamp and the Nimbus

20
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and Orbital polypropylene lampshades.
Tel: 020 8133 7486
14 Atlantic Homes has increased its living room
offering with some low coffee tables, side tables
and TV units such as the Oakland Entertainment
Cabinet. It is available in French Oak (pictured)
and five other solid wood finishes exclusive to
Atlantic Homes from classic oak to dark olive
making the range flexible for any interior.
Tel: 01454 219 445
15 Alphason Designs has a range of decorative
lighting new to the UK market. Chosen to appeal
to 2011 fashion trends both in the home and on
the catwalks, the range includes Miranda: a
chromed steel metal with black and clear glass
tear drop effect crystals.
Tel: 01942 524 100
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UNDERLAY

Choosing what lies
How is rubber underlay faring against polyurethane as shoppers seek more value
Sometimes life would be simpler, but less
interesting, if there was less choice. Take
underlay, for manufacturers it’s usually a
case of ‘that other product’ when it
comes to polyurethane (PU) or rubber
underlay, with little room for
compromise. But for retailers it’s more
complicated as both types need to be
stocked as some consumers prefer one
and some the other.
So where is the underlay market
headed? For Helen Rowberry, Carpenter
national sales manager, it’s simple. She
expects it won’t be long before rubber
underlay’s popularity fades.
‘There are so many advantages with
PU compared to rubber. It is lightweight
which makes it easy to carry – giving it
growing appeal with fitters. It offers heat
insulation and is flame retardant.
Another benefit is its resilience, making it
suitable for both stretch-fit and double
stick applications.’
Rowberry says PU is also becoming the
preferred choice by the consumer

Novostrat’s Combat
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because of its environmentally friendly
benefits.
‘Carpenter underlay is made from
recycled material and is fully recyclable
at the end of its life. PU also has acoustic
properties, making it ideal for multi-level
buildings such as apartments, hotels,
office blocks and even cruise ships,’ she
explains.
Ian Craig, Ezifloor sales director agrees
with Rowberry and says there has been a
significant growth in sales of PU underlay
in the past year.
‘It is obvious that the trend is now
even greater by retailers towards PU and
away from more traditional rubber
underlay. Of course this is helped by
producing a range of underlays
specifically designed for today’s

marketplace both in specification and at
a price that allows retailers to make good
margins,’ he says.
Ezifloor’s PU range has been expanded
with Superstep, a stich-bonded paperbacked 100kg per sqm density underlay
aimed at the better end of the market,
joining the Prima Softstep and HD
Contact products.
Staying faithful to its strategy of
producing ‘value’ products, Novostrat has
introduced Combat and Combat Plus to
its range of high performance underlays
for wood and laminate floors.
These mid-market 30kg per cu m
underlays fit between top of the range
Sonic Gold Excel, which can reduce noise
penetration by up to 22dB, and the entry
level Comfort.
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beneath
and performance?
‘I’m confident that both Combat and
Combat Plus, which have a core of 3mm
closed cell polyethylene foam, will find
popularity with retailers and distributors
across the UK and Republic of Ireland.
Their cost-to-performance represents
exceptional value and allows them to
occupy a sales slot currently uncluttered
by many competitive products,’ says
Michael Hanrahan, Novostrat national
sales and marketing director.
For Interfloor, the battle is of less
concern as it makes both PU and rubber
underlay. According to Gary Cowley,
Interfloor sales director, it has enjoyed
sustained strong sales growth since last
summer from PU and better-end rubber
underlay.
‘Since we commissioned our state of
the art production line in Dumfries last
year, we’ve seen a steady rise in demand
from across the market. In the second
half of 2010 this rate of growth shifted
up a couple of gears and we’ve had to
increase our output to keep pace with
the surging demand ever since,’ he says.
One of the main drivers of PU sales
growth has been the performance of its
Seventh Heaven high density range at
110kg per cu m. It has also introduced
Contract 9, a 9mm ultra high density PU
for contract, heavy domestic and double
stick applications at 145kg per cu m.
‘We’re now the number two in terms of
PU sales but our goal is to be number
one in the next year,’ says Cowley.
But does higher PU sales mean a
switch away from rubber? Certainly not
at the better end, according to Cowley.
‘We’ve now got more customers
buying rubber underlay and we’ve seen
excellent growth from the top of the
range products such as Tredaire Colours
Red and Duralay System 10. Increasingly
retailers are adopting a mixed portfolio
of sponge rubber, crumb rubber and PU,
and expect to see further growth in sales
of these rubber underlays in 2011,’ he
explains.
Richard Bailey, Floorwise md is also
more confident of the future of 

Above: Floorwise’s Hyper
Lush and Hyper Active
Below: Carpenter’s underlay
is made from recycled
material

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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both underlay materials and supports
Cowley’s view that better-end rubber is
doing well.
‘When we launched Hyper a few years
back we knew it represented the next
generation of underlay products that had
the potential to take a dramatic
proportion of the market share,’ he says.
‘While sales have been excellent and
the advantages of PU underlays have
been taken on board by both retail and
contract sectors, dominance has not yet
been achieved. Our portfolio includes
felt and rubber and I have noticed that
high quality rubber underlays have
stood up particularly well to the
onslaught of PU.’
But why when consumers are seeking
better value than ever and PU’s ratio of

cost and performance would suggest it
should be the most popular underlay?
‘The reason is fairly simple. Perception.
Rubber looks and feels engineered, while
PU underlays don’t, they generally look
what they are, rebounded foam. In the
eyes of most consumers it just looks like
there has been more work put into
making a rubber underlay than a PU,’ he
says.
Shoppers often feel the underlay with
their hands rather than their feet, and
rubber underlay is a far more tactile
experience.
Both Floorwise and Interfloor have
POS displays to encourage shoppers to
stand on the underlay to experience the
differences between them.
Bailey also says some retailers may not
fully explain both products.
Because the
performance is
comparable, it could be
assumed that the cost is
too, but currently PU
underlays offer
comparable performance
for less cost.
While this is great news
for the consumer, there is a
question of how much of

Interfloor makes PU and rubber underlays and says better-end rubber underlay is faring well
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this information is passed on. Why try to
switch selling from a more expensive
product downwards, even if the overall
performance could be considered
preferable, questions Bailey
‘As a business transaction this does not
make any sense, unless you consider
bringing your customers better value a
more important strategy than selling the
most expensive product you can,’ he says.
Bailey reckons rubber underlay could
be replaced on a like-for-like basis with a
PU equivalent and there probably
wouldn’t be an adverse effect in revenue.
Most consumers base their decision on
what is available and the advice they
receive.
‘However, there are a number of
customers who would probably request
rubber underlay,’ he says.
‘Rubber and PU underlay can and do
exist happily alongside each other – one
providing performance and value to all
and the other helping to satisfy the
demands of those consumers preferring
traditional rubber underlay.
‘While we do expect sales of PU to
carry on rising as the market becomes
more educated, it is clear that traditional
rubber underlay will still be an important
part of flooring retailers’ product range
for many years to come.’
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Ezifloors
new comprehensive
range of pu underlays
Prima range – film
faced unbranded product
in a branded bag

Softstep range –
film faced fully branded
product in a branded bag

underlay

Superstep range –
paper faced fully branded
product in a branded bag
• NOW AVAILABLE – superb new range •

Softstep HD product –
high density product suitable
for all contract locations

HDContract 9

all Ezifloor products are available in
a range of thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious alternative
to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly
available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk
visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER
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US hit heads for the UK
After wowing the Superbowl, Sealy is to use the brand’s advertisement over here
Sealy is about to shake up bed advertisements in the UK. We’re
all used to those featuring a voiceover wafting on about
comfort levels, softness and sweet dreams.
When Sealy introduces its Afterglow advertisement to British
TV screens this will all change. First shown on US TV during the
recent Superbowl, it garnered almost a million views on
YouTube within a week.
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It suggests that the bed will improve couple’s love lives and
ends with the words: ‘It’s Better on Springs, Whatever you do in
bed, Sealy supports it’.
‘The response to the advertisement in America has been
amazing, so we can’t wait to roll it out over here to see what the
British public think… It’s going to be a great talking point, that’s
for sure,’ says Neil Robinson, Sealy UK marketing director.
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Gathering speed
The Great British Furniture advertisement
campaign is running for its longest period yet

Press advertisements will run until the end of May

January saw the beginning of the longest
advertising campaign for the BFM’s Great
British Furniture campaign, which this
year will run in national newspapers until
the end of May.
‘This year the campaign has its largest
budget, highest number of
advertisements and longest run,’ says the
association.
The campaign comes as the BFM is
celebrating its highest number of
manufacturers taking part in the
campaign, with Ashley Manor,
Westbridge, Ashwood and Buoyant the
latest to sign up. They join Alstons,
Arthur Brett, Cavendish, Caxton, Corndell,
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Derwent, Homestyle Furniture, Hypnos,
JC & MP Smith, Parker Knoll, Relax
Seating, Sutcliffe Furniture and ValeBridgecraft.
The greatbritishfurniture.co.uk website
has been updated to include a retailer
directory allowing consumers to buy
from companies taking part in the Great
British Furniture Store project.
To join, stores must sell products from
at least six of the manufacturers
supporting the Great British Furniture
campaign.
So far those signed up are: BhS,
Multiyork, Quilters of Ruislip, Dickinsons
of Hexham and Alnwick, Robertsons

Interiors of Dundee, Planet Furniture of
Leslie, Fife, Marshalls Furniture of
Hertford, south-east chain Collingwood
Bachelor and Baker Furnishings of
Wakefield and Batley.
‘We have now passed the 1m visitors
mark on the website and consumers
want to know where they can buy British
furniture. Hopefully we will have 20-30
Great British Furniture Stores by the end
of the year. We had to prove to the
retailers that the campaign works, which
we think we have, and consumers have
answered the call and we expect them to
continue to do so in increasing numbers,’
says the BFM.
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Truly integrated approach
Investment has reaped rewards for Lebus
Last year proved to be exceptional for
Lebus. Karl Walker, Lebus director says:
‘Turnover grew by 27% from our
established customer base, which
reflects the strength and diversity of the
Lebus offer, along with the loyalty of our

customers. It also underlines the fact that
UK manufacturing does have a very
strong future.’
The company has invested heavily in
its 250,00sqft manufacturing facility and
a £500,000 investment in a foam

Geneva

conversion plant last year saw it become
the UK’s only fully integrated upholstery
manufacturer.
‘This allows us to control all aspects of
the manufacturing process improving
quality, costs and efficiencies, while
ensuring that the business retains its
highly competitive reputation,’ explains
Walker. ‘Our strength has been originality,
design, and diversity of product offer
along with our ability to get product to
market quickly. Our customers
appreciate our lead times, back up and
service which sometimes appear lacking
from abroad.’
‘While we anticipate that 2011 will be
challenging, our belief is that retailers
will seek value, quality and service close
to home.’

Lebus HH:Lebus HH 28/02/2011 16:27 Page 1

Empire

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751

www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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Awake bedroom range

Community
investment
Positive response from customers
allows One-Call to do its bit to help
reduce imports and carbon emissions
One Call Furniture manufactures a range of bedroom furniture
at its Barking, east London factory where it has built up a loyal
workforce. It provides skills training and opportunities for career
development in an area which has seen the loss of large
numbers of industrial jobs in recent years.
‘As a UK manufacturer we are able to offer customers
nationwide short delivery times primarily on our own transport
fleet, coupled with the advantage of the ranges coming fully
assembled. The wardrobes and chests are fitted with removable
castors for ease of handling and placement in situ,’ says Robert
Katz, One Call md.
Katz says the company has seen constant year on year
growth, which he attributes to its customer service.
‘To facilitate continued expansion, price competitiveness,
improved quality and widening of the product range, we have
also been investing heavily in new high tech machinery, which
for example has allowed us to produce taller wardrobes.’
He says that the company in its own small way can help
reduce the imports of furniture which reduces carbon emissions
while helping the local economy.
‘The support of customers is obviously vital to achieve these
goals and I am confident we will get this,’ says Katz.
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Caxton Furniture’s Darwin (above) and Manhattan (below)

Bath Cabinets’ Gainsborough has an understated elegance

Delivering
expectations
Woodberry Brothers & Haines says the buy
British message is gaining momentum

At one time the Buy British message
might have seemed like a bit of a
gimmick, or even a slightly desperate
appeal to patriotism from a
manufacturing sector under siege from
foreign competition, says David Evans,
Woodberry Brothers & Haines brand
manager.
‘But no longer. It’s a message that’s
beginning to gain traction and
momentum – one that is really starting
to resonate with the general public,’ he
says.
This he attributes to disgruntled
buyers airing their opinions online,
dissatisfaction over issues that stem from
furniture being manufactured on the
other side of the world – delivery,
product quality and aftersales service.
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‘Their stories underline two great
benefits of buying British – delivery is
considerably quicker and the aftersales
service is far superior,’ he says.
‘We’ve been making furniture in the
UK for more than 60 years. Not only is
that a long time to survive, and a long
time to remain loyal to our employees
and our country’s economy, but it also
shows we’re perfectly placed to provide
the UK consumer with the consistency of
quality, delivery and aftersales service
they expect, and for which WBH is
renowned.’
Add to this its reputation for design
innovation, attention to detail and a
wide-ranging furniture portfolio at
competitive price points, and you can
see how hard it is working to promote

the benefits of British manufacture, adds
Evans.
Caxton Furniture’s black high gloss
Manhattan, warm chestnut-style Darwin
and the light oak-style Huxley see Caxton
continuing to move away from its
traditional roots.
Evans says these collections are suited
to the lifestyle of the younger
generation, demonstrating how attuned
the company is to the latest trends.
‘If Buying British is becoming
increasingly important in the eyes of the
public this puts more responsibility on us
all, manufacturer and retailer, to help
shoppers make more informed decisions
at point of purchase, by giving them the
facts about how products are made and
where they really come from,’ he says.
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Brands
matter
Old Charm is rolling
out its latest gallery
format – and delivering
sales increases

The Aldiss store
in Norwich,
Norfolk has the
most recent
galleries
featuring
products
including the
Hertford (right)
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During downturns consumers look to
brands, but what are companies doing to
reap the benefits of this?
One, Old Charm, has developed its
Centres of Excellence concept into a
smaller gallery format, meaning more
stores will have room for it.
The company wants to have about 30
studios by the end of the year according
to Malcolm Nix, Old Charm sales director.
‘Almost all the retailers who have
installed a gallery or Centre of Excellence
have seen a major increase in sales. This
has reinforced our belief that shoppers
are turning to branded products and Old
Charm is a known furniture brand,
helped by the consumer advertising
we’ve carried out over the past few years
and its longevity,’ he says.
The galleries display three ranges and
the Centres of Excellence show the full
collection.
There are two Centres of Excellence –
in Leekes’ Bilston branch and Haskins
Furniture in Shepton Mallett. The plan is
to increase this to five, giving national
coverage of all the products.
Nix says the gallery idea received a
positive reaction from stockists at
interiors 2011 and is confident new
galleries will continue to deliver higher
sales.
Advice on merchandising and
maintenance is offered by Old Charm to
stockists to ensure sales uplifts are not
short-term.
‘Galleries are a long-term commitment
to our retailers but also a huge
opportunity for retailers and us to drive
footfall at a time when consumers are
looking for brands and British brands as
well,’ says Nix.
‘It’s a win, win, win with retailers, Old
Charm and consumers all benefitting.’
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The front panel rests on traditional timber lopers

Just 50 bureaux will be produced

A royal gift
In commemoration of the Royal Wedding
on 29 April, Old Charm is producing 50
limited edition ladies bureaux, which will
have a fielded panel featuring the official
carved royal coat of arms.
This collectors item is also dated and
each one will be identifiable by an
internal brass plaque with its production
number.
The first bureau to be produced will be
given to the couple as a gift on their
wedding day.
The standard ladies bureau (OC 2656)
is one of the most popular designs in the
Old Charm range, as it combines
elegance with functionality.
A carved front panel opens to rest on
traditional timber lopers while the
internal section features a leather skiver
(available in red or green hide), fixed
shelving and cable management. There is
plenty of storage in the two drawers and
a large filing drawer in the lower section.

The commemorative bureaux will carry the royal coat of arms

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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No place like home
Sweet Dreams has expanded its range of UK produced furniture
The latest range of own-made fabric
bedsteads, upholstery and sofabeds was
Sweet Dreams’ big story at interiors 2011
and reactions have been positive.
The Burnley company, which has
manufactured divans in-house for more
than 20 years, has made full use of
existing machinery and expertise for the
bedsteads and sofabeds. For the new
upholstery it invested in sewing and
woodworking machines, and took on
more staff.
There are four bedstead styles:
Angelina, Laughton, Burton and Keira.
The 28 strong fabric choice from Sweet
Dreams’ new Gallery collection, allows
consumers to make a splash with colour
and pattern, or to keep schemes neutral
with creams and beiges in plains.
In upholstery, there are 12 fabric
models in the latest range. The two
cottage suites, Arizona and Mexico, saw
particularly strong sales at interiors.
Around half of the
remaining
models
follow a
3-2-1

Above: Tranquility
Above right: Laughton
Right: Lincoln
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format, while the others are available as a
chair and two-seater fixed sofa to match
a two-seater sofabed. Swivel storage
stools and chairs are further options.
Divans have always been Sweet
Dreams’ core product and the range, now
comprising seven collections and some
50 models, confirms this commitment.
At interiors, it presented a fresh look for
the top end Well Being collection. Bases
are now micro-quilted in a contemporary
style and the mattresses feature a knitted
top and damask border.

There were also new models across the
other collections, especially Pocket
Spring, where the company launched
three beds, two of which featured latex.
‘There have always been major
advantages to manufacturing here in the
UK and the company is in fact built on
this premise,’ says Jackie McGarvey, Sweet
Dreams sales manager.
‘With increasing freight costs and
currency fluctuations, it is sensible to
extend that facility beyond divans and
into our other product ranges.’
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Left: The sales team
and production are in
the same building
Below: Cormar’s cut
length sorting system
Bottom: Avenbury

Service
advantages
Cormar prides itself on its
British-made philosophy
Cormar Carpets is a British company
through and through, based at two sites
at Holme Mill and Brookhouse Mill in
Bury, Lancashire, and a leader in the UK
flooring market.
‘Feedback from many of our retailers
indicates that customers continue to
actively look for British made goods,’ says
David Cormack, Cormar marketing
director.
‘This has been particularly so over the
past few years of recession, as people
want to sustain the economy by
purchasing home-grown goods – they
understand that we create jobs in the
UK.’
Cormar employs 190 people in
Lancashire and some 50 salesmen and
van drivers nationally.
Dealing with a British-based company
has many advantages, especially when it
comes to service. Cormack says
customers know that when they
phone, they get through to a UK-based
sales office – people who work in the
same building as the teams producing,

cutting and distributing the carpet.
‘It is that reliability that stems from
taking ownership of the production and
distribution that appeals to our
customers and we actively encourage
retailers to visit us to see our

manufacturing process,’ says Cormack.
‘In addition, as one of the few carpet
companies still manufacturing all of our
products in the UK, retailers can be
reassured that not only is the carpet
British made but we indirectly support
British farming by using British Wool in
the majority of our wool-based ranges.’
Cormar’s 2011 collection consists of 23
ranges, with the majority either 80% or
100% wool.
During the past few years the
collection has been expanded to include
five easy clean polypropylene qualities
and most recently Forest Hills – a 50%
Wool Twist in two pile weights: Super
32oz and Elite 42oz per sq yd.
‘The British-made philosophy that we
follow has served us well over the years
and has led to a catalogue of award wins
including the Metro Group’s Supplier of
The Year award for 11 years running, six
times Flooring One’s Supplier of The Year
and Best Customer Service award as
voted for by Interiors Monthly readers, for
two years running,’ says Cormack.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Bordeaux in
transitional grey

Quality on track
Kingstown Furniture says there is a revival in shoppers wanting British furniture
In recent years consumers have become
more aware of the advantages of buying
British and the poor quality of some
imported goods. Add the traditionally
high standards of British design and
workmanship and this has prompted an
increasing number of consumers to shop
closer to home, reckons Geoff Brailsford,
Kingstown Furniture group sales director.
‘Following significant increases in sales
to UK retailers throughout 2010, I’m
confident that buying British is set to be
a continuing trend in 2011 and predict a
good year for retailers who offer high
quality and innovative British products.
‘Despite this difficult period for the UK
economy, we have seen encouraging
signs that the furniture industry is finally
beginning to get back on track. There is
no doubt that the demand for British
furniture has grown over the past year,
with consumers looking closer to home
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for products offering value for money
and innovative design,’ he says.
Consumers recognise that as a British
manufacturer, Kingstown can offer fast
delivery, reduced delivery costs and
excellent customer service – thanks to
easy communication and fast response
times.
‘Our customers also benefit from
contemporary, attractive ranges which
are aimed specifically at the British
market,’ says Brailsford.
As well as saving retailers time, money
and resources, buying from UK
manufacturers can also provide valuable
support and communication.
Kingstown is committed to providing
its retailers with as much support as
possible, including attending both
national and regional exhibitions,
providing POS material, and maintaining
communication with stores on

developments within the business.
The company regularly takes its show
vans to retailers, and is due to tour the
UK this month, allowing retailers to have
personal viewings of the latest ranges.
‘Following a dedicated improvement
and growth programme that will
continue into 2011, Kingstown has
invested heavily in machinery, vehicles,
staff and premises throughout the past
year, consistently providing both retailers
and consumers with a high quality,
efficient and flexible service,’ Brailsford
adds.
Among the latest launches, Rimini is a
value range featuring a smoky oak look
and contrasting quartz drawers and
trims. Bordeaux combines tones of grey
with chunky transitional oak designs
creating a dark finish with a modern
twist, while the premium Bella has a
vanilla mist finish.
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Exacting craftsmanship
Generations of experience go into every Whitehead Designs piece
When customers and friends ask Rob
Whitehead, Whitehead Designs md, what
makes the company unique, he struggles
to put it into one simple, concise phrase.
Perhaps, he says, it is because the
company means so much to him.
‘It means a level of exclusive, personal
service that makes every new and
existing customer feel more than special.
It means standards of exacting
craftsmanship and quality that are
unparalleled in the upholstery industry,’
he says.
‘It means having the flexibility to craft
our own frames that then form beautiful,
individual pieces of furniture for both
retail and for interior design clients.
‘It means all the care and consideration
you would expect from a family-owned,

family run business with three decades
of experience in inspiring its customers.
But then that doesn’t add up to one
simple, concise phrase,’ he says.

Whitehead says the Long Eaton firm’s
workforce prides itself on the flexibility
and excellence it offers.
Each piece of our upholstery
approaches a unique work
of art, because it
represents a great deal
of self-expression of
the artisans who
made it, but
more
importantly
the selfexpression
of the
owner, he
says.
Ritz sofa

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Poppy from the RHS Collection by Brintons

Garland Slate from the Natural Choice Collection by Ulster Carpets

Fashionable wool
British wool continues to grow in popularity
The trend for all things British continues
to appeal, according to Bridgette Kelly,
British Wool Marketing Board press
manager.
‘We have seen a huge rise in demand
for British wool over the past 18 months
and this would only occur if there was a
genuine desire for it at consumer level,’
she says.
British Wool’s Origin is Everything
campaign in 2009 was timely because it
came when natural and sustainable was
rising in the consumer mindset while the
desire for locally grown and locally made
was becoming a trend in itself.
‘We have a uniquely beautiful story at
British Wool. Our latest brochure is all
about the history, the geography, the
science and the art of our fibre,’ explains
Kelly.
‘We wanted to tell it so that there was
greater understanding of how that story
contributes to the finished product.
Ultimately it is this heritage that makes
British wool strong, durable, warm and
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comfortable. And of course, this is
why it is such a good choice for
carpets, rugs, fabrics and bedding.’
BWMB is positive about the
coming year. There is so much
going on with carpet at the
moment – the trend for soft flooring
is on the rise, Kelly says. Wool carpet
got a tremendous boost from
consumer magazines last year, with wool
and wool carpets and rugs used
extensively in interior features.
‘It is great to see that the carpet
industry has really raised the bar lately,
manufacturers are introducing shades
that coordinate with other fashion trends
into their ranges. Pattern is just superb –
look at the gentle florals introduced in
Brintons’ RHS Collection – this is carpet as
an art form,’ she says.
Ulster Carpets has created an inspiring
range using 100% naturally coloured
wools with its Natural Choice collection.
On the tufted front, Cormar Carpets
has a quality British wool range.

BWMB brochure, The
Art of British Wool

‘Its latest, West Country, is a natural
flecked berber twist in which the pile has
been triple sheared in production, which
shows how you can tailor the fibre to
give it a crisper more current look,’
reckons Kelly.
‘British wool is in very good hands with
our UK manufacturers and their great
talent for creating beautiful carpets.’
British Wool will be getting the
message to consumers at the Grand
Designs Live exhibition at Excel, London
from 30 April to 8 May.
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Constant presence

Ulster has been on the same site since 1936

Established in 1936, Ulster Carpets continues to manufacture
and finish its woven axminster and woven wilton carpets on the
original factory site.
It remains committed to British manufacturing, benefiting
from a skilled workforce, industry reputation and infrastructure.
These factors and others have enabled Ulster to achieve
product quality and service.
‘As a producer of wool rich carpet, high grade British wool is
used in Ulster Carpets’ axminster and wilton products – a home
grown company in every sense. We take great pride in the fact
that products can be manufactured in Northern Ireland which
not only meet the highest quality standards but can effectively
compete with other companies who operate in low labour cost
areas of the world,’ says Nick Coburn, Ulster Carpets md.

Hand-made
Parker and Farr has made hand-crafted upholstery for 50 years,
using skills and methods handed down over generations.
Every sofa and chair is made to customer specifications for
size, shape and filling using glued, screwed and dowelled
hardwood frames, natural materials – including hessian, jute,
hair and pure cotton wadding – alongside high density foam
and fibre, fully sprung mesh top seats and high gauge coil
springs.
‘Customers buying a piece of Parker and Farr furniture are
investing in a product that has been hand-made from start to
finish, something that in the 21st century is truly hard to find,’
says Norma Kerry, Parker and Farr md.

Chrysanthemum Crimson

Floral collection

Storyteller
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Established in 1783 and still family owned, Brintons has teamed
up with another British icon, the Royal Horticultural Society, to
create the Classic Florals RHS carpet collection, inspired by the
botanical artworks from the RHS Lindley Library, which holds
more than 23,000 originals.
The range includes six broadloom woven axminster designs
capturing the essence of English country gardens.
Brintons’ designers were given privileged access to the RHS
Lindley library and its wealth of botanical drawings. They
selected their favourite garden flowers to create a range of
designs, including Allium Moonlight, Allium Celadon, Poppy
Dusk, Sweet Pea, Amethyst, Chrysanthemum Midnight and
Chrysanthemum Crimson.
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LIVING AND DINING

G Plan Cabinets’ Matisse corner unit

Willis & Gambier’s Great Rooms easel TV stand

That’s entertainment
There’s a place for all your TV and audio equipment – even that new giant screen
So you’ve given in to temptation and
are now the proud owner of a pencil
thin 40in TV. But how can you display it
to best effect?
It could go on the wall, but brackets
aren’t ever going to win prizes for the
most attractive accessory in the room,
and what happens when you move the
furniture around?
A TV stand or sideboard then comes
into its own. As TVs have become larger
and thinner, TV stands have echoed their
styling, often in tinted glass and metal.
But what if your living room is more
traditional? There is little shoppers can do
about the design of the TV (other than
trying to track down some walnut transfers),
but sleek looks can contrast effectively with
classic furniture.
G Plan Cabinets’ Matisse and Gainsborough – part of the
Classics Collection – both offer a generously proportioned
corner video unit that will take up to a 42in screen.
‘A lot of the audio-visual furniture currently available tends to
be quite contemporary. We’ve brought real classic style back
into the home with inbuilt storage space, which not only looks

beautiful but will stand the test of time,’
says Gavin Douglas, G Plan Cabinets
marketing manager.
The cherry mahogany Matisse and
deep mahogany Gainsborough corner
video is simply designed with access for
cables and two drawers for games and
DVD storage. The Heritage living and
dining collection, in a natural light oak
finish, has a choice of a corner video and
a TV unit.
For a more transitional look, and
something quite clever, Willis &
Gambier’s Great Rooms media easel TV
stand combines the ability to raise the TV
higher than a TV unit but is more
aesthetically pleasing than a bracket.
And given that the living room is now
dominated by the TV, something to store
those DVDs would restore some balance
Alexander &
to the room.
Pearl’s
How
about the heavily distressed
Shoreditch
Shoreditch Industrial Green 24-drawer chest
from Alexander & Pearl? Unless of course, you’ve switched to
digital downloads.
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RELAXATEEZE FEATURE

Action speaks
louder than words

SALES

PROJECTED
GROWTH

2008

2009

2010

2011

After 3 years of growth, Relaxateeze look forward
to a 4th consecutive record year of sales.
Relaxateeze has been performing consistently well over the last three years with sales increasing steadily month on
month. How do they sustain such growth? Great value for money, high stock commitments and market leading style
has given us the platform for success."says George McGraw, joint Managing Director of the Morris Furniture Group.
"With three distinct product groups, which give good margins, supported by new warehouses and a larger sales and

Front: Grappa Center: Proseco Back: Amarone

service department has given us the ability to grow this important company within the Group".

RECORD BREAKING NEC
Swivel Recliners have been

to sell these entry level

a major growth market for

products. We have also added

Relaxateeze and without

fabric versions again offering

losing sight of core business

customers even more choice.

we have been able to add

The introduction of new models

new models in new colours

gave us the best ever show at

with new textures. While our

the NEC in January with the

Avanti, Eros and Bravo

Amarone, Prosecco and

models have offered

Grappa models in top grain

fantastic prices we added

leathers saw the introduction of

more colours giving an

taupe, two tone brown and two

offering of Black, Brown,

tone tan, making our premium

Burgundy and Cream giving

selection the highlight

retailers more opportunities

of the show.
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RELAXATEEZE FEATURE

‘ACCENT’
on STYLE

Put motion
into your chair
sales - today

From day one, the Tuscany model has
been a best seller in a tub style and

additions of our Verdi, Carolina and
Francesca models have ensured we are

To become a Relaxateeze Stockist
contact your local agent or phone our
Sales Office on 0141 300 7234

always stepping out in style. NEW at the
NEC were another selection of models,
Alber ta and Louis in antique brown
supported by new striped fabric models of

Mar tino, Marco and Ricardo. Each chair
is available in its own unique colour specially
selected by the designers to add texture

and style.

89 Southcroft Road, Glasgow, G73 1UG

www.relaxateeze.co.uk

Alberta and Martino accent chairs

RAISE AND LIFT
YOUR SALES
The action was also seen in the recliner section
with main volume models like Bravo, Reno and

Genoa action recliner
in cocoa fabric

Reno action recliner
in cream leather finish

Genoa leading the way but great interest was

shown in the all over massage action of Maxi
leading the way. Also on show were a stunning
selection of massage, push, click or motorised

models each in choices of colours and
finishes. We have a strong selection of mobility

models offering the same great margins
expected from Relaxateeze aided by fast
deliver y and a UK wide service operation

which is responding rapidly to the demands
of the trade.

PROMISES
DELIVERED
The Morris Group now boasts new offices,
showrooms and warehousing facilities taking
them back to nearly 700,000sqft of
warehouse for a massive £10m of stock.
Along with additional new trailers this has
meant that Relaxateeze has consistently
been able to deliver in 14-28 days or less.
This has been a major factor in the 42%
increase in sales over the last 12 months.

Milano and Nero swivel recliners

"We offer the best deliver y and the best models
in the right colours with fantastic prices.
This business success is all about offering
great value for money to the customer."
Says George McGraw.
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Left: Milano audiovisual units
Below: Each Kubox
drawer has a colourcoded glass top

Stella Dunne, Levv sales and marketing
director is bursting with pride about the
brand’s latest home entertainment
collection.
‘Our new Kubox range developed
everything we love from our high gloss
furniture series to create the ultimate,
stylish storage solution for homes,’ she
explains.
‘Perfect on their own, even better in
combination, Kubox storage drawers can
be stacked to create the perfect stand for
your LCD TV, as a modern sideboard or
even as a swish dressing table. The
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possibilities are endless. Each drawer
comes with a colour-coded glass top to
finish what is possibly our most versatile
range to date.’
Launched in 2007, Levv sought to
revolutionise the home furniture industry
with a simple aim, says Dunne – to
develop a range of precision-engineered
floating shelves, computer desks, coffee
tables, cabinets, TV stands and wall
brackets that would not only look
desirable but retail at attractive prices.
‘Our collective experience of dealing
with state-of the-art manufacturing

facilities in the Far East, coupled with our
UK R&D arm has enabled us to develop
products from scratch to being on the UK
shelves at an incredible pace. This
enables us to react to market trend
quickly and stay ahead of the curve,’ she
says.
Dunne insists the level of detail at all
points in the design, development and
construction of its 80 piece collection is
rarely seen in this marketplace. ‘This not
only ensures total quality control but
means our returns have been kept to
0.5% of all products shipped.’
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LIVING AND DINING

Left: Omega
Below: Impro TV unit
Bottom: A walnut
finish has been
introduced

‘Our product
designers and
engineers
understand the
needs of home
cinema users’
‘A TV cabinet is much more than just a
stand for your TV, it is an integrated part
of a home cinema system,’ says Paul
Nicholas, Gecko Furniture sales manager.
Placing sensitive audio and video
equipment inside an enclosed cabinet
protects it from dust particle damage.
However, there can be problems, such as
overheating equipment, difficulty
connecting equipment due to a fixed
back panel, and remote controls not
functioning through a closed cabinet
door. But Gecko has a solution.
‘Our product designers and engineers
understand the needs of home cinema
users and have incorporated an
intelligent ventilation system which pulls
cool air from underneath the cabinet and
expels warm air out of the back panel,’
explains Nicholas.
‘The back panel can also be removed
for easy access to connections and
wiring, and we have used intelligent
darkened glass on the cabinet front
enabling remote control signals to pass
through the glass while keeping
obtrusive equipment hidden from view.’
The 2011 TV furniture range maintains
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Gecko’s design principles while offering
new aesthetic options. The popular
Reflect and Impro cabinets are available
in a gloss walnut finish which contrasts
with a scratch resistant black glass top.
The iconic Omega OME1200 TV stand
is also available in the gloss walnut finish.

Cantilever mounting brackets are also
available, giving cabinets an appearance
similar to a wall-mounted TV. The
MBM1000 bracket comes in both high
gloss black and gloss walnut finishes.
And for those wanting something
lighter, Gecko has high gloss white TV
cabinets in the pipeline.
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IDEAL
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Beauflor
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Coming
of age
Balterio celebrates its 10th anniversary
with its first venture into non-laminate
After a decade of investment and growth, Balterio came of age
in 2011 with the development of its first non-laminate product.
Fittingly, the engineered polymer Integro will launch in the
third quarter of the year as the company celebrates its 10th
anniversary on 1 September.
Scratch and wear resistant, Integro muffles sound and can be
used in wet areas making it suitable for all rooms.
The floor is hailed as being highly environmentally friendly
and each phase of its lifecycle has been geared towards
lowering its ecological footprint:
It is made of non-toxic materials with low environmental
impact, including polyolefines of which more than 70% is
recycled carpet waste from sister company Balta.
Its 4.5mm thickness means CO2 emissions are reduced
during transportation and the ClickXpress system means no
glue is needed.
It is produced with sustainable energy and production waste
is fully recovered and reused as raw material.
Packaging is recyclable, non-chlorinated without shrinkwrap
foil or extra inlays. Its brochure is made from waterproof
recyclable paper with waterproof ink that can be removed.
During installation no subfloor or tools are needed and as a
strong insulator, the user’s energy consumption is reduced.
At the end of its life it can be entirely recycled without
having to separate its layers.
As well as developing Integro, Balterio has expanded its
laminate collection, now offering five plank formats in two
lengths and five widths.
Impressio is a wider 244mm x 1,263mm plank in six decors
with a V-groove on the long side.
Stretto takes the opposite approach with the narrow 134mm
x 1,263mm plank in 12 decors with V-groove on all sides. It uses
the DropXpress fitting system on the short side.
Magnitude has four new decors, increasing the number to 12
while six oak decors have been added to Traditional Elegant to
total 13.
As part of the Integro launch, Balterio has developed a
separate corporate identity from the laminate brand. This has
included the creation of the balteriocorporate.com website and
adding extra facilities to the Balterio.com website. Users can
now select their roomset designs, save them as favourites and
add them to their Facebook account. Consumers can also
search for local stockists of the flooring they have selected.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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BELGIUM
Left: Each phase of
Integro’s lifecycle has
been geared towards
lowering its ecological
footprint, and is
highlighted in the
G arrow of the logo
Bottom: Impressio
uses a wide plank
Opposite page
Top: Stretto in black
walnut
Centre: The corporate
website offers a host
of information
Bottom: Stretto in
hickory

Investment
and innovation
2001 Founded as joint venture between
Baltagroup and Spanogroup.

2003 €40m investment in Vielsalm, Belgium
plant.

2004 St Baafs Vijve showroom opens. Further
€5m investment at Vielsalm.

2005 €8.5m investment sees opening of third
fully automated warehouse. From now on the
total supply chain is fully automated.
2006 Third finishing line completed at Vielsalm.
2007 Second V-groove finishing line installed at
Vielsalm.
2008 Magnitude with ChromeZone and Tradition
Sapphire with random V-groove launched.
2009 ISO 9001 awarded. Grandeur launched.
Embrace the future, Balterio’s programme for
sustainable entrepreneurship, begun.
2010 Production capacity rises 50% to 30m sqm.
Becomes Carpetright supplier.
2011 Launches Integro, Impressio, Magnitude
and DropXpress fitting system. Corporate identity
unveiled.
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BELGIUM
Bamboo has many
environmental
properties

Satine has
a luxurious
finish

Axminster
has new
shades

Natural progress
Sustainability is at the heart of Lano’s latest carpet collection
Lano is emphasising its environmental and fashion credentials
with the introduction of the Bamboo range while making sure
some of its most popular ranges sport contemporary colours.
Available in 28 pastel shades, Bamboo features a high
percentage of sustainably sourced bamboo that brings many
additional benefits to carpet. Bamboo fibre has natural antibacterial and humidity regulating properties and when turned
into carpet yarn, it is exceptionally soft to the touch thanks to
the uniform round surface of the fibre.
Grown without fertilisers, insecticides and herbicides, the
plant’s rapidly renewing properties (bamboo can grow up to
60cm a day), and the fact that the bamboo is harvested from
selected plantations, makes the Bamboo Collection an
environmentally friendly choice and as such ideal for use in
sustainable buildings.
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Bamboo fibre is filled with micro holes and gaps and because
of this structure water can be rapidly absorbed into the innerchambers of the fibre and expelled quickly through capillary
action. This produces excellent natural air permeability and
moisture releasing capacity, helping to promote a more stable
air quality.
The fibres also have excellent thermal properties, absorbing
and expelling heat, so that when used in carpet they feel
comfortable and warm underfoot.
The collection is being introduced across Lano stockists and is
supported by a new display stand.
Several established ranges have been recoloured, for example
Twilight has more pastel shades and Oasis now features olive,
cream and grey shades, while the standard 16 axminster colours
have been changed to more trendy colours.
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Sizing up
the market
54
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BELGIUM
Beauflor is the only
company to
produce vinyl in
5m widths

Beauflor has revamped its vinyl offer, focusing on the UK’s requirements
It seems that 2011 is shaping up to be a major year for Beauflor,
with a revamp of its UK vinyl collections.
The Ultragrip branding is being reintroduced across seven
ranges along with a Comfortgrip Plus collection.
Thanks to the use of silver in the vinyl’s top layer, all ranges
with a PU lacquer are now anti-bacterial.
It has introduced Chess, a collection of 14 black and white
designs, and the Colours range of plains.

Several ranges have seen the introduction of a 1.5m plank
wood effect decor while Ultragrip Five’s colour palette has been
updated.
Naturals has two new tiles with smaller tile patterns – 160mm
x 160mm and 250mm x 250mm – produced specifically for the
UK market.
The company is also highlighting the fact that it is the only
vinyl producer to make 5m widths.
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Ideal
world
Being part of an
The new Revel Ravel is a budget loop available in 14 colours
integrated
group such
as
and 4m and 5m widths
with the Premiumback
heavy felt
backing.
BIG brings advantages
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Above: Carefree Choice
Left: Dublin Elite
Right: Desire

Ideal is Beaulieu International Group’s tufted division, producing
polypropylene and polyamide carpet at two plants in
Wielsbeke.
BIG is a vertically integrated company, converting raw
materials for its own production or sold to other companies. As
well as Ideal’s tufted products, BIG has several other brand
divisions including, Beauflor (vinyl), Berry-Alloc (laminate and
engineered wood flooring), Carcus (contract flooring), Orotex
and Beaulieu Real (needle felt flooring), Hermosa (bath mats)
and Beaulieu Fibres & Fabrics.
Following the success of Carefree Twist and Carefree Heather,
Ideal has launched Carefree Choice in 14 colours and 4m and
5m widths with Actionbac.
Emmanuel Lioen, Ideal marketing manager, says Ideal has
adopted a more focused approach to product development
and is looking to introduce several products during the year at
regular intervals.
He says the firm is enjoying success in the mid-market with
products such as the Desire shaggy, its bulkiest product with a
pile weight of 2.4kg per sqm. It is available in 12 colours and a
4m width.
Dublin Elite is a heavier version of the Ideal-classic Dublin
Twist with a pile weight of 510g per sqm, compared to Dublin
Twist’s 440g per sqm. It is available in 18 colours and 4m and
5m widths.
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Travertine white

Different
concept
Aqua-Step stresses that it’s more
than a waterproof laminate
58
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Aqua-Step is often described as waterproof laminate but the
company is keen to differentiate itself from that sector.
Instead of a layer of MDF, the flooring has a PVC layer and a
rubber seal preventing water entering the floor. As well as
preventing expansion, this allows it to be easily washed. Using
the Uniclic locking system it is easy to fit.
But Tom Bonte, Aqua-Step sales manager says: ‘It’s not a
waterproof laminate, it’s a waterproof flooring concept. We are
competing with other flooring sectors, not just laminate.
‘People compared the product to laminate and now it’s being
compared to LVT. Aqua-Step is neither – it is unique.’
He says the product has more leeway on the sub-floor than
LVT, for example, and no need for a waterproof layer.
‘The click system is six times stronger than 5mm LVT. There
are no volatile organic compounds (VOC) during manufacturing
and the product doesn’t come apart releasing VOCs,’ says Bonte.
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Grey oak

Mystic wood

Beachhouse oak

Sumatra teak

There are four Aqua-Step ranges: Stone, Wood, Shipdeck and
for contract use, Construct’O. Four decors have been added to
Wood while for Shipdeck a narrower plank decor and grey oaks
have been added.
In 2010 turnover increased by more than 50% – Aqua-Step’s
largest growth year. All distributors exceeded sales targets, with
UK sales 27% ahead of target.
In the UK, the stone collection generated 45% of sales despite
only having four decors. Later this year the range will be
expanded to eight decors – coordinating with bathroom wall
panels – and a square tile will be introduced alongside the
existing short plank.
The company has invested heavily in production capacity to
meet the demand. At the end of 2009 it had two production
lines now it has five, and further investment in the second
quarter of 2011 will increase production flexibility.
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Palazzo now has an oiled finish
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Course
of action
Retailers will soon be able to learn
about Quick-Step’s products in the UK
Manchester is to be home to Quick-Step’s first standalone retail
training centre. Due to open in the next few months, retailers
and fitters will no longer have to travel to Belgium for courses.
‘We want to support retailers and fitters with a permanent
training centre in the UK,’ says Philiep Caryn, Quick-Step
communication and sponsorship manager.
‘If retailers and fitters fully understand the products they are
more likely to recommend it and the centre will save them the
time of not coming to Belgium for the two or three-day
courses.’
Among the latest products retailers will learn about are Rustic
and Palazzo.
Rustic is a narrow plank laminate available in cherry, walnut,
maple, hickory and four oak shades.
The engineered wood Palazzo has been expanded with an
oiled finish and several designs feature an aged look.

Rustic includes four oak decors for the UK market
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Far left: Moduleo’s Spirit
Shiraz
Left: Leoline’s Sorento
Below: Moduleo’s Amazon

Green steps forward
IVC is reducing its carbon footprint and expanding its Avenue vinyl ranges
IVC Group has recently completed a £42m 520,000sqft plant in
Atlanta, USA, capable of producing 35m sqm of vinyl a year. To
put it another way, its annual output is enough to cover the
whole of the UK in 142 layers of vinyl with almost another layer
to spare.
The plant’s opening will release production capacity in
Belgium and reduce the group’s carbon footprint as it is no
longer shipping vinyl from Europe to the USA.
The group has four brands: Leoline and Avenue residential
vinyls, Moduleo designer flooring and Itec contract flooring.
For 2011 Avenue has three new collections: Ultimate Oak, a
traditional collection; Pure, a modern collection and Precious
Metals, a modern and more upmarket collection.
‘Pure is a youthful collection benefitting from the ease of
cleaning offered by PU Superguard technology and the acoustic
benefits of Thermoback to provide homes with a fresh and
practical floor for modern living. Pure is all about using the floor
as a reflection of self-style,’ says Caroline Wille, IVC Group
product manager.
‘Vitality and youth are the key to this range that express a
cool urban vibe, while not forgetting that modern living doesn’t
leave as much time for domestic chores.’
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Leoline’s textile-backed collection has been renamed
Comfylux Xtra.
‘Comfylux Xtra is a great all rounder,’ says Wille. ‘It is suitable
for retailers wanting to boost their cushion floor offering, or for
those looking to take their first steps with Leoline. It features
popular designs backed with performance quality and value.’
Leoline has also renamed one of its most enduring
collections with the aim of further enhancing its appeal.
Previously known as Mastergrip in light of its slip-resistance,
Softstep still continues to perform in areas prone to slips and
trips but now has a name more in keeping with its high levels of
underfoot comfort.
‘Rated R10 slip resistant, Softstep is the perfect floor for use in
bathrooms and kitchens but we felt its old name was a little
utilitarian sounding to really appeal to the consumer, perhaps
having more akin with a commercially focused product,’
explains Wille.
She says the new name reflects the more appealing side of
this cushioned vinyl – its excellent level of underfoot comfort
and thermal performance – reinvigorating the range without
disrupting its popular collection of designs. Softstep will remain
as part of the Family collection.
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Family
values

PHOTO: ANDREAS KöRNER/KOELNMESSE

At the heart of Ligne Roset is the
desire to promote good design

64

Pierre Roset
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Pierre Roset, with his brother Michel, is the fourth generation of
the Roset family to run Ligne Roset. The roots of the furnishing
and design brand go back to a factory making walking sticks
and sunshades. Antoine Roset founded the company in
Montagnieu, eastern France in 1860, where the product range
evolved from chair legs to chairs, then to wooden furniture and,
in the second generation, upholstered and leather furniture.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the booming contract business
enabled the company to expand considerably. The integration
of design resulted in icons such as the Togo floor cushion and
established the image of the Ligne Roset brand, which was
launched in 1973. Besides seating and storage furniture, the
product repertoire also includes accessories, lighting and home
textiles. The company enjoys international standing for its
award-winning, functional design and is renowned not only for
its classics but for its promotion of young designers as well.
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According to Pierre, much of today’s success is a direct result
of the actions of his father Jean.
‘It’s important to keep our feet on the ground. Of the
company’s 150 years, I’ve only been contributing to its success
for the past 40, and we haven’t always been as successful as we
are right now. If you want to be successful, you have to work at
it day in, day out.
‘One important chapter in the firm’s history was shaped by
our father, a visionary who completely changed Ligne Roset’s
business activities. He transformed the firm in such a way that it
could produce more modern products as well, and in the time
between 1950 and 1955 he sought to establish a close
relationship with architects and designers,’ explains Pierre.
‘Then he set up an exclusive distribution network, first in
France and then in other countries. You could say that our
father created the prerequisites for Ligne Roset’s subsequent
success, so that my brother and I only had to follow the path he
had prepared for us.’
This family background remains important, with Pierre
making it clear than it will remain family owned.
‘We’ve always held on to our independence – the company
has always been owned by the Roset family and that’s not
about to change. We have no plans to sell the company, even
though that would be a very interesting proposition for my
brother and myself. We’d have a lot fewer problems that way,’ he
says.
He is also fairly upbeat about trading in recent years,
describing 2008 as ‘a pretty good year. 2009 wasn’t,
and 2010 was a good year again. The current
situation is much better than last year, both in
our own case and in the entire distribution
network, even though we haven’t quite
reached the level of 2008.
‘As France’s biggest
furniture exporting
company, we numbered
among the best in the class,
but this position was
endangered during the
economic crisis because all
the countries we mainly
export to were affected by
the crisis. That applies to
Europe and also to
Germany, although the
situation in Eastern Europe, the Near East, the Far
East and the USA was even more difficult than in
Central Europe. When it comes to the USA, we’re actually still
waiting for the crisis to end,’ explains Pierre.
He is convinced that supporting stockists is one of the surest
ways to get over a crisis.
‘On top of that, it’s very important for a company to establish
and cultivate close links with its distribution network. In difficult
situations like the economic crisis, you’ve got to stick together.
Of course you always ought to look ahead, but the crisis also
showed that you have to be extremely careful with your
investments. On the other hand, the development of the
distribution network is something you should always invest in.
The sun always comes out after the rain, doesn’t it?’ he says.
And while for some firms’ environmental concerns have only

Above: Pierre Roset in his
stylish office
Left: Grillage chair

recently moved on to their
agenda, it is nothing new for Ligne
Roset.
‘Even as kids growing up in the
countryside, we were taught that we
have to respect the environment. I can
understand that ecology is an important
issue in major cities because the
environment there has been utterly destroyed.
But here [at the company’s headquarters in
Briord near Lyon] people respect everything
that has evolved naturally,’ he says.
As early as 15 years ago, for instance, the
company was using CFC-free foam methods before there were
any international regulations. It doesn’t use neoprene
adhesives, only water-based ones.
‘Eco-friendliness has been important to us for a long time
now, but as soon as politicians start concerning themselves
with it, you quickly end up with regulations and decisions that
I personally sometimes find ridiculous and which only lead to
pages full of complicated calculations that nobody will read
anyway. I wonder whether somebody who buys a Roset
armchair really wants to know what its carbon footprint is like,’
he says.
The company has a well established reputation for
collaborating with outside designers and Roset says design has
established itself as an international consumer language.
‘As compared to the USA or South East Asia, Europe is still at
the forefront when it comes to designers, even though 
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Ligne Roset has not
used CFC foam for
15 years
Below: Lou chair

‘In the world of
creativity, everything
counts – except logic
and rationality’
Pierre Roset

there are of course also some very good designers in the USA.
But as far as we are concerned, it isn’t the name of the designer
that counts, but the quality of his innovations. My brother
Michel doesn’t select the designers we work with on the basis
of their celebrity or their name, but on the basis of the designs
they present us with. It’s also very important that the
technology and design harmonise well. That’s why our
technicians work very closely with the designers. That’s also the
reason we invite most of the designers to Briord for a few days,
so that they can collaborate with Michel and the technicians
from the prototype department,’ he says.
‘Even though we collaborate with some very different
designers from various areas, our goal is nevertheless to end up
with a coherent and harmoniously coordinated collection. All
the products we include in the Ligne Roset collection have a
meaning, while it’s precisely the differences between the
designers that account for Ligne Roset’s appeal: the works
of Didier Gomez, for instance, are very different as compared
to the style of the Bouroullec brothers, and the designs of
Pascal Mourgue are very different to those of Peter Maly.
Nevertheless, in the end it is the sum total of all these designs
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that constitutes the Ligne Roset collection,’ he explains.
This product not reputation approach is also applied to
young designers, with them often creating accessories for the
firm.
‘You could say we hold the stirrup for them and they try to
swing themselves into the saddle. In the case of a young
designer like Philippe Nigro, who also collaborates with the
famous designer Michele de Lucchi, we might even offer him an
upholstered furniture project straight away. We don’t have any
absolute rules in terms of what kind of job we offer up-andcoming designers, but it’s true to say that the younger
designers start out with products which, although they aren’t
necessarily any simpler, nevertheless call for a smaller
investment.
‘In the world of creativity, everything counts – except logic
and rationality. When it comes to design, you have to be able to
see, understand and feel the things; it’s got something to do
with gut instincts, but not with logic. You have to know your
company and your market really well and see a product that
people will still remember in the future.’
Frank A Reinhardt
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The interiors 2011 exhibition in January
proved again to be a phenomenal show for
Furniture Origins UK, with the launch of four
dining and bedroom collections along with the
eagerly awaited Sofa Origins leather upholstery ranges. The products launched received
great responses and sales achieved at the
show far exceeded expectations.
Orders for the dining ranges Tia (TG), Oman
(OMA) and Indiana (ILD) are already processed
and despatch dates will be made shortly, with
Portland (PPN) to follow. From our ongoing
ranges, Loire (FRCO) and Savanah (WPM)
were once again the stars of the show and the
display orders taken are being despatched.
Our Sofa Origins collection comprised of
five exclusively designed and manufactured
models. Sales figures for each of the designs
exceeded our expectations with Nixa, a beautifully designed and crafted curved corner unit,
taking the limelight at the show.
At the time of going to print the Far East
shows are taking place and the Furniture
Origins showrooms are open between 1-10
March. Sales director Barry Webb, will be on
site in Dongguan, China, to welcome visitors
wanting to view our collections. Appointments
can be made by telephoning 0845 223 4900.
Our new 75,000sqft head office in Wales
is now fully operational, showing the full Furn-

Furniture Origins’ show stand

Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

Going from
strength
to strength

Oman (OMA)

Sofa Origins’ Nixa

iture Origins collection of dining, bedroom,
occasional, sofas and glassware. Ideally
based on the M4 corridor at junction 32 near
Cardiff, we offer extensive stock for immediate
delivery and have three lovely showrooms.

CONTACT DETAILS
Head office:
The Former Sanken Building,
Abercynon,
Rhondda Cynon Taff CF45 4XA
T: 0845 223 4900
F: 0845 223 4901
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971
Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent for South West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/

Plans are in motion for the Manchester
Furniture Show in July, where we will offer new
dining, bedroom and upholstery releases for
the busy autumn period which will complement our already extensive product portfolio.

East Anglia/Kent/Essex and Greater
London:
E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk;
M: 07809 196019
Mike Brown, sales agent for Scotland/ Cumbria/North East
and Yorkshire:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
Teresa Reaney, head of sales and marketing:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00 353 47 81366/81360

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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CURTAINS AND BLINDS

Stripe by Sunlover

Santana by Digetexhome

Breeze by Prestigious Textiles

Stylish line-up
Stripe designs remain a favourite
Trends come and go but some designs
remain popular, one of which is stripes.
Thin or thick, vertical or horizontal,
stripes remain a perennial winner on
curtains and blinds.
Sunlover has opted for simplicity with
the Stripe blackout roller blinds. In red,
teal and grey colours they have a child
safety chain retainer which is standard
on all Sunlover blinds.
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Dreams ’n’ Drapes’ Whitworth

Prestigious Textiles shows how stripes
combine favourably with other patterns
with Breeze tropical-style designs on
cotton panama. Intended for curtains
and accessories, Breeze comprises a
large, simply drawn flower (Gloria) and
companion mini-floral (Loria), plus the
outline leaves of Flourish, the all-over
medley of Fragrance, and the cheery Bali
stripe.

Digetexhome shows the simplicity of
stripes with its Santana roller blind, also
available as a 3.96m x 2.4m hanging
mural, in teal, olive and aubergine.
Dreams ’n’ Drapes opts for
coordination with a matching tie-back
and cushion cover in Whitworth, a
contemporary, fully lined eyelet curtain
with slub detail in aubergine, claret, duck
egg blue and green.
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WHOLESALE

Exclusive inspiration
Unique pieces in stock is at the heart of Stately Interiors
‘We’re not trying to compete with DFS,
Furniture Village or John Lewis, we’re
trying to be different,’ says Alec SavilleBrown, Stately Interiors buyer and
general manager.
And being different is something that
is evident in what Saville-Brown buys
and the limited quantities he buys it in.
Whereas trying to find products that
repeat is the aim elsewhere, at Stately it’s
a case of buy it while it lasts because
when it’s gone, it’s gone.
For Saville-Brown it creates the extra
burden of having to find a constant flow
of winning products but also the
excitement of regular customer visits and
products selling out within days at the
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire store.
‘Customers are looking for something
different. Everybody is buying safe and
we are not. I have to find products that
inspire me and inspire our customers,’
he says.

Large sofas are bestsellers
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Stately is part of Mike Clare’s Clarenco group

‘We email customers every time
something new comes in and they come
in droves. Normally they leave with
something, often an accessory, and they
come back week in week out. They buy it

because they have to have it. I’ve got the
best job as I get to source the products.
Products that work for retail, trade and
contract is the aim.’
Saville-Brown acknowledges the
difficulties of the approach and that it
will have to change slightly when its
wholesale and online selling operations
are launched.
‘As the market has gone contemporary,
finding factories around the globe that
will produce traditional furniture – and
for one outlet – is interesting, but we can
consolidate so I can buy individual
quantities. Suppliers now understand us
and we can take more one-off items. As
the number of stores increases, we’ll
increase the quantity of products, and
when we start wholesale and selling
online we’ll have to have stock.’
Stately, owned by Mike Clare, Dreams
founder and president, is already
wholesaling to independent furniture
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WHOLESALE
retailers and plans to open another two
stores this year.
‘Businesses will come in and buy items
and if they sell they’ll be back the next
week. We are their supply chain,’ he says.
Retail parks are off the agenda, with
Saville-Brown thinking more of an
upmarket county town high street.
‘I can’t see us on a traditional retail
park, you need a building with character
to show it to its best. I’d love to use a
1,000sqft-2,000sqft concession in an
established department store,’ he says.
Stately’s offer has become more
focused recently, concentrating on
upholstery, living and dining and
accessories, with suppliers reduced to 21
– including the UK. The Manor House,
Castle and Country House collections will
form the core, along with outdoor
furniture.
Another aspect that sets the store
apart is its success in selling large sofas,
made exclusively in the UK for Stately.
‘We’re selling lots of large sofas above
2.6m. Everyone says everyone wants
small furniture but we’ve got no problem
selling larger sizes. We’re not competing
on price as there is nothing to compare
us with. We offer great value and unique
products in unique sizes ready from
stock,’ says Saville-Brown.

Stately is already wholesaling to local independents

Beaucastle in Worcestershire was furnished by Stately

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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LIGHTING
Left and below:
The 4th Monkey
creates an
enlarged shadow
Bottom: Love
light

Mood shine
Kandabi plans to revolutionise lighting
schemes with its commercial range
Walls are the largest surface area in any interior and perhaps the
most emotive, acting as a canvas for prized possessions such as
art and photography, as well as gigantic message boards to
make a personal statement, says Eva Hammerson, Kandabi head
of design.
For Hammerson, 2011 will be the year of mood lighting:
‘Something to create visual interest, to add a touch of magic
and tickle the viewer’s joy button,’ she says.
‘Increasingly a top priority in home interior lighting schemes
and offering a true home interior character differentiation point,
mood lighting is set to revolutionise lighting schemes in 2011.’
Having developed bespoke wall lighting commissions for
private clients, Kandabi has recently debuted its commercial
collections.
With strong symbolism at their epicentre, the designs create a
soft and mood enhancing lighting effect with an atmosphere of
relaxation and intimacy while injecting an element of mystery
and drama into the space. The light is directed backwards,
through the luminaire’s laser-cut Perspex central design
element, casting an enlarged shadow on to the wall.
Kandabi’s The 4th Monkey is inspired by the three Japanese
monkeys based on the ancient proverb of See no evil, Hear no
evil, Speak no evil. A fourth monkey, lost over the centuries,
covering his crotch and symbolising the principle of Do no evil,
has been resurrected and abstractly depicted by the placement
of the LED in the middle monkey’s abdomen.
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Mystique Interiors
www.mystiquewholesale.co.uk
Mystique is a
successful independent
interiors business,
which has expanded to
accommodate the
wholesale of these
exciting products
The lighting range has been the driving force for our wider furnishings business since we gained
exclusivity of the products in the UK.

Amazing consumer feedback
and our direct-to-manufacturer
approach has reinforced our
belief that these versatile
products will be beneficial to many
retailers, from small independents
to large national chains.
We are currently running a business visit day once a week
where we will come to your premesis and allow you to see
the lamps up close and illuminated. If this is something
you feel would be beneficial to you and your business
please call our customer care team and they will be happy
to book you in for the next available date.
Please order by Telephone: 01663 767 912 or email us on
mystiquewholesale@hotmail.co.uk.

Experience a sales upturn with this new wholesale lighting range
* Agents required – contact us to discuss • Distributor for Ireland wanted *
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LIGHTING

Glowing
report
Mystique Wholesale’s sales of
exclusive designs are rising in the UK
As it approaches its first anniversary, Mystique Wholesale has
increased its lighting offer to almost 400 products.
‘We have seen great sales and interest in our lighting range
since obtaining exclusivity to the UK with all our designs,’ says
Chris Mander, Mystique Wholesale manager.
‘In addition to this we have had great feedback from our
retailer database with good strong sales and end user
satisfaction.’
The designs can be standalone statement pieces while still
blending into the room.
Floor lamps stand between 1.1m and 1.8m high in a variety of
shapes and sizes. With table lamps to complement the floor
lamps there should be a light to suit most tastes and
environments.
Mystique will soon launch an outdoor collection. ‘This will
transform any outdoor area into an enchanted space where you
will find yourself just having to sit in,’ says Mander.
‘We are introducing pedestals for indoors and outdoors that
can take an 18kg standing weight making them perfect for the
pot plant you love or a statue or ornamental piece to really take
form when sat on a lit platform above one of our exclusive
pedestal designs.’
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Above: Zebra and Zala
Below: Chloe Bottles with cracked effect
Below left: Retailers can check stock online
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WOOD AND LAMINATE

Traditional Vintage

Authentic Expressions

More for the floor
Sensa has updated its products to
meet increased consumer demands

With consumers ever more demanding,
Sensa has developed several products to
sit alongside its core laminate collection.
The Dolce Vita has a 1.5mm vinyl top
layer to reduce noise and uses the
Megaloc push-down locking system. Six
decors are available.
Described as ‘a fit between your
laminate floor and your wet area’, Azzurio
has a water resistant hardened layer
under the embossed top layer and uses
the Push2Loc system. Azzurio is available
in all of Sensa’s core range decors.
The Rezisto tile collection combines
aspects of Dolce Vita and Azzurio with a
vinyl top layer and waterproof composite
panel. Available in 10 decors, it also uses
the Push2Loc system.
Sensa’s core laminate collection
comprises six ranges:
Traditional Vintage with 10 oak decors;
Urban Loft with nine trendy decors;
Urban Loft, described as ‘the truetouch laminate for those that want a
little bit more’;
Ultimate Inspirations with six wide
planks in an oiled finish;
Natural Prestige, the German
company’s top of the range flooring;
Authentic Expressions with eight tile
decors.
All have a 15-year warranty apart from
Natural Prestige’s which is for 20 years.
The company has also revamped its
POS, with the latest brochure showing
products by colour like a paint card,
rather than by name or range.

••
•
•
•
•
Natural Prestige

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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REVIEW

Furniture Origins’ Oman

NEC stars
Stylish home office, glamour in
upholstery and the bedroom, and
painted living and dining were all on
show at interiors 2011

Living and dining
In response to customer requests for large pedestal dining
tables, Atlantic Homes now offers the Oceanside Oval and
Glendale dining tables, available in 200cm x 100cm or 240cm x
100cm. Glendale is also available in six solid wood finishes for
the tops and a choice of five solid wood legs.
Carlton Furniture’s oak Lyon collection is headed
by a 2.1m extending oval dining table while the
contemporary Lucerne includes rectangle and oval
extendable dining tables, sideboard, bookcase,
coffee table and corner TV unit.
Alphason Designs brought fresh styling to the
home office with Write Desk while Halo’s Esquire
licensed home office collection added glamour to
the sector.
BlueBone showed rattan could be highly
contemporary while Furniture Origins introduced
Tia, Indiana, Oman and Portland ranges.
Kettle Interiors’ Kent collection in solid oak and
oak veneer has a choice of satin metal or wood
handles and includes several dining tables with an
extending option, as well as sideboards, TV units,
coffee table and nest of tables. The home office
line-up includes corner and single computer desks,
filing cabinet and a computer cabinet.
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Above: Alphason’s Write Desk
Below: Halo’s Esquire
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interiors 2011

Above: Atlantic
Homes’ Glendale
Above right: Willis &
Gambier’s Hemingway

Accessories
Interiors also saw a plethora of accessories.
PQ2 widened its offer with new works by Alison
Black, Carl Abbott and Frank Damn.
The Portfolio Collection showed off its latest
artwork and frames.


Above: Contemporary
rattan from BlueBone
Below: Kettle
Interiors’ Kent
Right: PQ2’s
Seascape
Bottom:
The
Portfolio
Collection’s
Dancing for
Erebus
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REVIEW
Frank Hudson’s Gothic

Frank Hudson’s Gothic bed, combining
solid ash with pippy oak veneers,
spearheaded its launches. The Vintage
Provincial Pine bedroom has a honeycoloured tone while New Belgravia saw
the classic Belgravia given a more relaxed
look as it approaches its 20th anniversary.
Carlton Furniture made its interiors
debut, joining the hand-painted trend
with the cream Ambleside featuring
natural solid oak tops.
Magni’s Naturally Magniflex GeoEthic
collection features bamboo, cotton, or
linen covers while the mattress core is
enriched with essential oils.

Upholstery
G Plan Upholstery proved that contemporary can
mean mainstream and British with the Hampton,
part of the Ethos collection, in 20 leathers and 120
soft cover options. It features piping detailing on the
soft cover model and topstitch detailing on the hide
version. Available in four sizes of sofa, two chairs and
a coordinating footstool option, it has a softly
curved back, pillow-edged fibre cushions and
feather filled arm pads.
Henley has a high back and lumbar support with
shaped arm detailing and subtly curved side profile
and a full range of recliner options.
Lebus again set itself apart
with several bold upholstery
shapes and cover options.
Coleen tapped into the
glamour trend, Empire is
a double chaise sofa
with large swivel chair,
Mahiki has a floral strip
across the front
contrasting with the plain
cover and Trafalgar
combined patterned
fabric, plain fabric and leather on
a large knole.
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Carlton’s Ambleside

Left: TCS’s Cameron
Below: G Plan’s Hampton
Below left: Lebus’ Coleen
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Upholstery by Benjamin Adam™

MAKERS OF ELEGANTLY INSPIRED FABRIC SOFAS AND CHAIRS
01254 661661 FAX: 01254 661802 EMAIL: benjaminadam@btconnect.com

Agents required

C

cfs

CFS Furniture Ltd
VERMONT

TEL: 0161 628 8121
MICHIGAN

+
3 seater & 2 seater

£299

corner group

£299

RUBY (available in 6 colours)

INDIANA

+
3 seater & 2 seater

£299

3 seater & 2 seater

£299

BUY T H E S E 4 MODELS WHILE STOCKS LAST, AND TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY OF THIS ONE OFF DEAL – 3 X 3SEATER & 2SEATER + CORNER £ 1 1 9 6
100% UK MANUFACTURED • POCKET SPRUNG CUSHIONS • 12 MONTHS MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY • FREE DELIVERY / 7-14 DAYS
Please contact us at your earliest convenience, as this offer will only be available until the current stock has been cleared.
The price will return to our list price once our stock has been cleared.

CFS Furniture Ltd, Unit 3, Laurel Trading Estate, Oldham OL2 6LH
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PREVIEW

Serralunga’s Belle étoile

Interiors gold
iSalone celebrates its 50th anniversary
Billiani’s Doll

Konstantin
Grcic
created
the
Entre-deux
room
divider for
Azucena
Porro’s
Modern

Milan will reassert its position as the
location of the most important modern
furniture, lighting and accessories
exhibition as it celebrates the 50th
anniversary of Salone Internazionale del
Mobile from 12-17 April.
In 1961 12,000 visitors witnessed the
show’s debut with 328 exhibitors while
last year there were more than 2,500
exhibitors and 297,460 visitors.
But Milan is more than the Rho
complex – although you could easily
spend the six days there – with events
taking place across the city, centred on
Zona Tortona, Via Durini, Brera and after
last year’s debut, the Porta Romana area
has grown in importance.
A host of firms will be there including
SCP, Ercol, Case, Pinch Design, De La
Espada, Autoban, Charlene Mullen,
Leif.designpark, Matthew Hilton, Søren
Rose Studio, Studiolise, and Studio MK27.
Hilton’s launches will include a range
of five Ercol-made Windsor chairs.
At Rho, Billiani will celebrate its
centenary with updated versions of the
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Doll chair, alongside Tracy and Croissant.
Serralunga will highlight its Belle étoile
by French designer Andrée Putman.
Moroso has taken the qualities of bent
wood frame chairs and injection
moulding using Liquid Wood to create
the Impossible Wood chair.
Without abandoning the minimal lines
that helps define its style, Porro promises
to unveil colours such as red, orange,
acid green, pastel cream, grey and
powder blue along with different kinds
of wood. The Showcase coffee table has
a double glass top while following the
success of the H.chair, the Soft Chair
armchair and the Nancy writing desk,
Christophe Pillet has expanded Porro’s
home office collection.
Piero Lissoni has again updated the
Modern, Storage and System furnishing
systems. It has also created the
Immaterial House installation at Porro’s
Via Durini showroom featuring objects
with ultra-thin lines made of reused
materials, such as wood showing signs of
time like driftwood on the beach.

Moroso’s
Impossible
Wood

FAST FACTS
Salone Internazionale del Mobile,
Euroluce, SaloneSatellite and satellite
events
Milan’s Rho exhibition centre and
across the city
12-17 April
www.cosmit.it
www.fuorisalone.it
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Heimtextil


Esprit Home’s Colour Splash

Fabriculous colour
Plains took a back seat as visitors had a colourful and patterned experience

Mexx’s Flores

Be bold and be bright was the clear
message from home furnishing
companies at Heimtextil in January.
It wasn’t so much a question of key
colours, although green was much in
evidence, it was the unadulterated rule
that having colour was essential. Plains
were largely forgotten as companies
visually shouted ‘Look here, economic
worries, what economic worries.’
Esprit Home licensee Kitan
encompassed the mood with five
collections. Colour Splash is boldly
covered with large, bright dabs of colour
and exudes a good mood, particularly
the Great, Game and Fun designs with
their intense colourful stripes in various
arrangements and widths.
Bright Bazaar combines mysticism and
modernity and Perfume sports large red
chrysanthemums. Selected Nature offers
a sense of warmth and harmony while
Modern Poetry combines vintage with
romantic. The Eternity design has stripes
in warm grey nuances complemented by
orange and red contrasts and abstract
graphic shapes.
The only word for Sunny
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REVIEW
Blossom is vibrant. Mandarin, for
example, has stylised elephants and a
patchwork of stripes, ornaments and
paisleys while XXL repeating patterns of
vanilla checks celebrate bright yellow.
Prestigious Textiles got in on the act
with Theatrical – its sweeping Jacobean
flowers, arching tulips, cross stripes and
classical ogees interpreted in vivid
colours. Exquisite has embroidered
satins, linen-rich damasks and broad
stripes to create drama.
Prestigious’ PT Exclusive brand made
its Heimtextil debut with three new
collections. Elysee combines velvets and
jacquards, Isle of Skye is a range of wool
weaves with a traditional twist, while
English Rose doesn’t hold back with its
large scale florals and stripes.
Trevira set out four key trends for
2011/2012: Destination Rainbow –
powerful, fresh colours such as hot
orange and lemon yellow, meet with
pale and cobalt blues and a glowing pink
with striking geometric patterns.
Creator of Frostworks – colours are
cool and sophisticated: grey meets
elegant smoke blue, a bluish turquoise
and a deep dark blue. A delicate pale
blue and brimstone butterfly yellow add
a light touch. Shapes uncompromisingly
geometric.
Rooted Home – taking their cue from
nature, colours are olive, moss and reedlike, dark brown with rust-red, pale beige
and stone grey contrasts.
My Dress Wants Daisies – cream and
pink, lime green and kiwi green recall
scattered flowers. Ochre, pastel orange
and wine red provide depth.
From left, top row:
Prestigious’ PT Exclusive
Isle of Skye, JM Technical
Textiles’ Presto, Hopke’s
Carreau
Centre row: Mexx’s
Subway, Trevira’s Thema
Bottom row: Santens’
Bamboo Deluxe,
Gardisette’s Yumu, Esprit
Home’s Bright Bazaar,
Masureel’s Sonata
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Heimtextil
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ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Easy

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p86
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Eight singers
6 Merlin, for example
10 Soviet news service
14 New Zealand aboriginal
15 Belonging to us
16 Choir member
17 Improvise
18 Very, in Versailles
19 Male swine
20 Make amends
22 Temporary inactivity
24 X
26 Vigour
27 Large wild oxen
31 Vulgar, ill bred fellow
32 Cookwear
33 Seductively beautiful woman
36 Leg
39 Loud, deep utterance, especially
used by lions
40 Sanctimonious
41 Poi source
42 Some
43 Small tree
44 Conger catcher
45 Put down
46 Sharp sighted
48 Polish seaport
51 Greek goddess of the dawn
52 Salesgirl
54 Sunless
59 Shooting marbles
60 Jail
62 Open space in a forest
63 Diarist Frank
64 High hairstyle
65 Nostrils
66 Inlets
67 Foil alternative
68 Used up

1 General Bradley
2 Juniper
3 Tattled
4 Part of HOMES
5 Like the Dalai Lama
6 Witty remark
7 Charisma, atmosphere
8 Diving bird
9 Concentrated extracts
10 Knight wear
11 As a companion
12 Actor Keach
13 Open infection, painful
21 Singer Torme
23 Bring forth young
25 Polite refusal
27 Vamp Theda
28 On top of
29 Skirmish
30 Pro
34 Debtor’s letters
35 Monetary unit of former Soviet Union
36 Strong wind
37 Geographical expanse
38 Poetic daybreak
40 Bodily structure
41 Gumshoe
43 Squealed
44 Flags
45 Passes by degrees
47 10th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
48 Kofi Annan’s home
49 Fluffy
50 German manufacturer of armaments
52 Thrust with a knife
53 Vein like deposit
55 Smack
56 Female horse
57 Middle East gulf
58 For fear that
61 Female rabbit
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To become a
Siesta bed
stockist call
0121 773 9969
www.siestabeds.co.uk
Nationwide Weekly Delivery

POCKET

FLORENCE

FLEX

ALOE VERA

CARNARVON

VISCO

FLEX

SOFT

FLEX

BUCKINGHAM

SPRUNG

FLEX

CARDIFF
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FINAL POLISH
Mattresses sail again
When you decommission a flagship
aircraft carrier what do you do with the
multitude of kit it has? Sell them? Turn
them into scrap?
In the case of HMS Ark Royal’s
mattresses the answer is reuse them.
Tyneside firm Palatine Beds is close to
finishing the refurbishment of the first
batch of 600 mattresses that will go back
into service.
‘The Ark Royal was built on Tyneside,
and we are proud to be a part of the
decommissioning process,’ says Andrew
Waters, Palatine Beds sales and
marketing manager.

In the pink
Slumberland has donated £7,775 to
breast cancer charity the Pink Ribbon
Foundation. Fundraising activities
included the limited edition Pink
Slumberland Bed, a Pink Day in its
Huntingdon factory when staff donated
money, wore pink clothing and bought
limited edition Pink T-shirts.

Cormar on top: In what we suspect is the
first time a carpet manufacturer’s flag has
been hoisted at the top of Mount Kilimanjaro,
Dennis Johnson, Cormar Carpets
Leicestershire, Warwickshire and
Northamptonshire salesman celebrates
scaling the 5,895m mountain along with 10
other Northampton Rotary Club members in
aid of Warwickshire and Northamptonshire
Air Ambulance and the Rotary Polio Plus
Campaign.

Distressing discovery: Ever wondered how to get that distressed look on rugs that regularly sees
Jan Kath win awards? Wonder no more as the firm reveals its previously secret team Rug-Monsters
caught in the act.

Furniture shows its exhibitionist tendencies
Ever wonder that furniture would do if it
had a life? Well Mike Meiré did with his
installation Back Room for adults only in
his Cologne factory recently.
It’s best to let Meiré explain.
‘The exhibition
confronts us with
the bewildering
notion that furniture
could have its own
life, a dark alter-ego
that questions the
supposed
certainties of
marketing and the
design staples of
the good, the
beautiful and
the true which
the trade fair
presents year
after year with

Entertainment answers

Easy

86

Medium
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Difficult

great pomp and circumstance.
‘The spatial deconstruction of the
[access] corridor is an artistic coup which
maximises the effect of the passage as a
portal to a recessed, forbidden world.
With this mental
preparation, one
enters the Back
Room which quickly
reveals itself to be a
dark room with
clear sexual
connotations and
where icons of
design history such
as the Wassily Chair
by Marcel Breuer or
the Day Bed by
Eileen Gray discard
with their bourgeois
innocence and
reservedness.’
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